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March 2, 2021 (Source) —  Red Light Holland Corp. (CSE: TRIP)
(FSE: 4YX) (OTC: TRUFF) (“Red Light Holland” or the “Company”)
is pleased to reveal the company’s interactive Wisdom Truffle
and  new  Logo  carefully  and  creatively  designed  by  renowned
designer and Head of Design for Red Light Holland, Karim Rashid.
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New Red Light Holland Logo
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Wisdom Truffle Companion Image 1
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The Wisdom Truffle will be produced in three different models
which is expected to be sold across the world in Q4 2021, and it
will be able to be pre-ordered on the Company’s website by the
end of March 2021. Each model will support a different aspect of
Red  Light  Holland’s  iMicro  healthy  lifestyle  and  work  in
conjunction  with  Red  Light  Holland’s  iMicro  Journal  WebApp
(currently in use) and the Company’s completed immersive AR/VR
apps.

“While focusing on our core business, our goal is also to create
alternative revenue streams while building a global brand that
is  electric,  alive  and  genuinely  connects  –  which  then
encourages  a  lifestyle  of  healthy  daily  habits,  including
disconnecting from technology and reconnecting with nature and
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ourselves for mental clarity,” said Red Light Holland CEO and
Director Todd Shapiro. “I’m amazed to be part of such a creative
team that is combining Karim Rashid’s designs and Radix Motion’s
technology.  Together  we  are  kicking  ass  with  this  unique
combination of tech meeting real life through creative minds
from all sides. The Red Light Holland team is proud to help you
see things differently.”

“The design of the Wisdom Truffle companion promotes positivity
and provides comfort. The Wisdom Truffle is also an incredible
art piece that’s a great conversation starter around finding a
healthier balance with our use of technology. Something we need
now more than ever,” said Karim Rashid. “The three model sizes
will fit different, use cases and together can transform any
environment, bringing light, music and interactivity. The new
logo reflects the Wisdom Truffle becoming Red Light Holland’s
brand ambassador and it truly represents all of us proudly.”

The Three Wisdom Truffle Models are named:

1)  Moon:  which  is  expected  to  include  a  Pulse  sensor,
multicolour  LEDs,  bluetooth  connected.  Moon  is  a  hand  held
figurine,  first-of-its-kind  meditation  aid  and  biorhythm
communication device. This Wisdom Truffle shows insights into
the  autonomic  nervous  system  as  the  lights  respond  to  the
person’s heartbeat. Heart rate data can be added to the iMicro
Journal app to keep track of physiological changes correlated to
microdosing or meditation. Supports multiplayer mode allowing
for a unique form of group meditation or connection.

2) Star: which is expected to include a wireless phone charger
for Qi enabled devices, multicolor LEDs, bluetooth speaker. Star
is  a  lamp  size  figurine  that  helps  build  a  healthier
relationship with mobile devices promoting presence and focus.
This Wisdom Truffle connects to the iMicro journal app tracking



phone usage and rewarding healthy breaks. This Wisdom Truffle
also brings the gifts of light and superb sound to any room.

3)  SuperNova:  which  is  expected  to  include  a  Mini  computer
running Tensorflow pose detection AI models, Camera, multicolour
LEDs, bluetooth speaker. SuperNova is a life sized figurine (1
Meter  tall)  equipped  with  Artificial  Intelligence  that
understands body movements. This Wisdom Truffle creates unique
interactive audio-visual experiences based on dances, stretches
and more. Supports multiplayer mode for galleries, conventions,
stores and more.

“Each Wisdom Truffle creates a specific feedback loop to help
people connect to themselves and to others based on the latest
neuroscience research,” said Sarah Hashkes, CEO of Radix Motion,
the  company  whose  technology  will  be  powering  the  Wisdom
Truffles. “The three Wisdom Truffles will communicate with each
other and will be integrated with the rest of the immersive
technology we have built for Red Light Holland, including the AR
and VR experience and the Journal app. We are building something
that in my opinion has never been seen before – technology that
is actually in support of our humanity. I can’t wait to get this
for Christmas for all my friends.”

Preorders for the Wisdom Truffle will be available by the end of
March on the website www.WisdomTruffle.com and customers can
currently join the waiting list to gain first access. As the
website has launched today Domain propagation might take up
until the end of March 2021 to be visible in some places.

About Red Light Holland Corp.

The Company is an Ontario-based corporation positioning itself
to engage in the production, growth and sale (through existing
Smart Shops operators and an advanced e-commerce platform) of a
premium brand of magic truffles to the legal market within the
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Netherlands,  in  accordance  with  the  highest  standards,  in
compliance with all applicable laws.

For additional information on the Company:

Todd Shapiro
Chief Executive Officer & Director
Tel: 647-204-7129
Email: todd@redlighttruffles.com
Website: https://redlighttruffles.com/

Forward-Looking Statements

Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange (the “CSE”) nor its
Market Regulator (as that term is defined in the policies of the
CSE) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this
release.

This  press  release  contains  certain  “forward-looking
information”  within  the  meaning  of  applicable  Canadian
securities  legislation.  Such  forward-looking  information  and
forward-looking statements are not representative of historical
facts or information or current condition, but instead represent
only the Company’s beliefs regarding future events, plans or
objectives,  many  of  which,  by  their  nature,  are  inherently
uncertain and outside of the Company’s control. Generally, such
forward-looking information or forward-looking statements can be
identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as
“plans”,  “expects”  or  “does  not  expect”,  “is  expected”,
“budget”,  “scheduled”,  “estimates”,  “forecasts”,  “intends”,
“anticipates”  or  “does  not  anticipate”,  or  “believes”,  or
variations of such words and phrases or may contain statements
that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”,
“might” or “will be taken”, “will continue”, “will occur” or
“will be achieved”. The forward-looking information and forward-
looking statements contained herein include, but are not limited
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to,  information  about  the  timing  and  other  aspects  of  the
partnership with Karim Rashid and the design and development of
the  Wisdom  Truffle.  Although  the  Company  believes  that  the
assumptions and factors used in preparing, and the expectations
contained in, the forward-looking information and statements are
reasonable,  undue  reliance  should  not  be  placed  on  such
information and statements, and no assurance or guarantee can be
given that such forward-looking information and statements will
prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could
differ materially from those anticipated in such information and
statements. In particular, there is no guarantee that the design
of  all  three  of  the  Wisdom  Truffles,  plus  the  development,
manufacturing and global retail sales of the Wisdom Truffle will
proceed, or if they do proceed it will reflect the understanding
of the parties as of the date of this release. As well, there is
no  guarantee  that  the  Augmented  Reality  and/or  any  of  the
technology in the Moon, Star or SuperNova or all three of the
Wisdom Truffles will proceed, or if they do proceed it will
reflect the understanding of the parties as of the date of this
release. Also, there is no guarantee that the launch of the
Wisdom Truffle website will proceed, or will sales be available
by the end of Q4, 2021, or if they do proceed it will reflect
the understanding of the date of this release. The forward-
looking information and forward-looking statements contained in
this  press  release  are  made  as  of  the  date  of  this  press
release,  and  the  Company  does  not  undertake  to  update  any
forward-looking  information  and/or  forward-looking  statements
that are contained or referenced herein, except in accordance
with applicable securities laws.

Not for distribution to United States newswire services or for
dissemination in the United States.


